Bumpy Ride
Choreographed by Daniel Trepat

**Description:** 32 count, 4 wall, beginner/intermediate line dance

**Music:** *Bumpy Ride* by Mohombi [CD: Bumpy Ride - Single / Available on iTunes]

Dance starts after 16 counts

OUT, OUT, HAND MOVEMENT, STEP RIGHT & LEFT, RIGHT MAMBO, LEFT MAMBO

1. Step right to side
2. Step left to side

Both arms will touch each other with the elbows and the wrist

*Arm will be vertical from the elbow in front of body and face*

3. Step right forward
4. Step left forward
5. Rock right to side
6. Recover to left
7. Step right together
8. Rock left to side
9. Recover to right
10. Step left together

OUT OUT FORWARD, OUT OUT BACK (2X), ¾ TURN LEFT WITH SMALL STEPS

1. Small step right forward (shoulder wide)
2. Small step left forward (shoulder wide)
3. Small step right back (shoulder wide)
4. Small step left back (shoulder wide)
5. Small step right forward (shoulder wide)
6. Small step left forward (shoulder wide)
7. Small step right back (shoulder wide)
8. Small step left back (shoulder wide)
9.5678 Turn ¼ left and step right and then with left (shoulder wide)

SIDE, STEP, STEP, TURN ¼ RIGHT, SCISSOR STEP, TURN ¼ RIGHT, SHUFFLE FORWARD, TURN ½ LEFT, SHUFFLE FORWARD

1. Step right to side
2. Step left together
3. Step right forward
4. Step left forward
5. Turn ¼ right and step left to side
6. Cross left over right
7. Step right together
8. Step left together
9. Step right forward
10. Turn ½ left and step left forward
11. Step right together
12. Step left forward

JAZZ BOX TURN ¼ RIGHT, HITCH 2X RIGHT, HITCH 2X LEFT

1. Cross right over left
2. Turn ¼ right and step left back
3. Turn ¼ right and step right forward
4. Step left forward
5. Hitch right knee
6. Touch right together
7. Hitch left knee
8. Recover to right together
9. Touch left together
10. Hitch left knee
11. Recover to left together

REPEAT